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Q1-1.
What does ‘emergent’
mean? 

~簡蔓婷~



‘Emergent’ grammar:

Grammar is a real-time, temporal, social  
phenomenon.

A constantly evolving, dynamic, open-ended 
set of small sub-systems.



‘Emergent’ grammar:
Its regularities come out of discourse 
and are shaped by discourse.
‘structure’ is better viewed as a 
spreading of systematicity from 
individual words, phrases, and small 
sets.
Large-scale structural regularities do 
NOT emerge from investigation of 
linguistic phenomenon.



‘Emergent’ grammar:

1.
 

Emergent grammar
2.

 
Emergent grammar v.s. traditional grammar

3.
 

Factors of constructing grammar



Q1-2.
How can a grammar be 
emergent? 

~黃怡嘉~



1.non-verb predicates

Their “argument structure” isn’t obvious.
Many are lexicalized.



2.No clear distinction between 
transitive and intransitive

Object deletion
ex. it’s time to eat.
Particle/preposition
ex. They want to get off the bus.
Predicating objects
ex. I’ll have fun.



3. Most of the predicates don’t have 
a fixed argument structure

Extensions of argument structure are 
rampant.
Argument structure depends on 
frequency. The more frequent the verb is, 
the less possible it is to imagine what its 
argument structure should be.



Q2.
What is the new 

perspective of grammar 
proposed in the paper?

~盧柏宏~



Grammar 
Traditional New perspective

(emergent view)
Relatively fixed set of rules, 
constraints, and categories of the 
language “possessed”

 
in an abstract 

form by the speaker.      

“Structure”
 

is not as a set of 
abstract principles, but as a 
spreading of systematicity

 
from 

individual words, phrases, and small 
sets.

“Realized”
 

in particular utterances. Its regularities come out of 
discourse and are shaped by 
discourse   

Fixed Real-time (dynamic, constantly 
evolving), temporal, social 
phenomenon, open-ended sets

.



The systematicity is to be found in small 
sub-sets of the lexicon and the grammar.

For any language, to understand  this 
systematicity, we need to look at language
use, real discourse, to see how people are 
using languages.

What speakers KNOW can not be 
separated from what they DO



Q3. 
What are the factors that 

should be considered when 
constructing a grammar?

~楊謦瑜~



I. Argument structure
Argument structure is referred to the idea that 
verbs are listed in the lexicon, largely on the basis 
of their meanings, ‘frames’ specifying the semantic 
roles of the obligatory and optional ‘arguments’ that 
can occur with them.

A set of ‘linking rules’ to relate the semantic roles 
to the grammatical relations.

Reflect scenes basic to human experience.



Ex. 
-hit:
-

 
is a ‘two-argument’

 
verb, with two ‘slots’,  

requiring agent and patient arguments to fill 
them

-linking rules:
-agent subject
-patient object



II. Construction 

Construction vs. their argument 
structures

Ex. Sneeze
 

is ‘intransitive’, but can occur in 
a ‘caused-motion construction’, which has 
a ‘argument structure with a direct object 
going to some location’:

ex. She sneezed the napkin off the table.



III. Language use/ Discourse 
Low-frequency(=high-information verbs)
used in very restricted  contexts

 
impose clear 

roles
 

on their ‘arguments’; they have relatively 
clear ‘argument structures’.

High-frequency (=low-information verbs)
putting few limitations on the contexts in which 
they can be used have a range of possible 
‘argument structures’.

High-frequency (=low-information verbs)



Ex. –get
 

= most frequent verb in conversation
no obvious argument structure

(20) got
 

sick
(22) you guys are getting

 
ashes all over me

(23) getting
 

good rest
(25)

 
get

 
that out of my mouth

(26) I don’t think you’ll be getting
 

much out of that 
one.



Ex2. the mental 
representations of the 
syntax of ‘complement-
taking predicates’ must 
be different.

(27) I think I can afford it.
(28) They think

 
she asked   

for it.

(27) (28)

mobile O X
pronounce [ayln] two 

words
structure Epistemic 

parenthetical
Complex 
sentence

take ‘that’ X O

What appear to be structurally identical forms cannot
be listed in the lexicon identically.



These frequency effects are ‘registered’ in 
the mental lexicon. The shapes of the lexical 
representations of such words vary according to 
their frequency.

One’s social and geographical situation 
affects frequency, which then affects listings in 
the mental lexicon.
ex. Place names generally acquire reduced phonological 

listings in that place: in Columbus, the city is called
[kl

 
mb

 
s].



I.
 

Argument structure
II.

 
Construction

III.
 

Discourse (language use)
low/high frequency 
(=high/low information)



Thank you for listening!
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